Introduction
============

Peripheral sensory stimuli are conveyed to primary sensory cortex mainly via thalamic nuclei. Thalamocortical (TC) axonal projections have been extensively studied ever since the first drawings of Cajal ([@bib11]) and Lorente de Nó ([@bib54], [@bib58]). Anatomical studies have qualitatively described the spatial distribution of TC afferents ([@bib58]; [@bib29]; [@bib33]; [@bib48]; [@bib24]; [@bib13]; [@bib39]), and recent physiological investigation has provided insight into the strength, convergence, and synchrony of TC connections ([@bib9]). However, a quantitative assessment of the expected number of synaptic contacts made between TC axons from different thalamic nuclei and cortical neurons is still largely missing. We have therefore attempted to estimate the anatomical determinants of TC input to excitatory neurons in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of the rat by measuring 1) TC axonal projections using virus-mediated expression of fluorescent proteins, 2) the number and distribution of neuronal somata in an entire cortical column, and 3) the dendritic geometry of 7 types of excitatory neurons in a cortical column. These studies are reported in this and the subsequent 2 articles ([@bib42]; [@bib43]).

TC axon projections to S1 are divided into anatomically separated pathways ([@bib53]), referred to as the lemniscal (specific and somatosensory) projection arising from ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) cells and the paralemniscal (global and multisensory) projection from posteromedial nucleus (POm) cells ([@bib28]). These 2 TC projections are known to concentrate vertically in different layers and horizontally in "barrels" or "septa" ([@bib51]; [@bib26]; [@bib36]; [@bib13]; [@bib2]; [@bib39]; [@bib10]; [@bib4]; [@bib44]). The exact degree to which the 2 pathways innervate different cortical layers and different classes of target cells is still a matter of debate. Potentially both TC projections overlap and innervate the same class of target cells ([@bib3]; [@bib52]; [@bib40]). The degree of overlap is an important issue because of questions related to near simultaneous versus sequential TC activation of cortex ([@bib6]; [@bib14]).

Whole-cell recordings from post hoc reconstructed L2/3 pyramidal cells in S1 suggested that in supragranular layers, the excitatory neurons are functionally segregated according to the location of their somata with respect to barrels and septa in the granular layer apparent in cytochrome oxidase (CO) stained sections ([@bib8]). "Column-related" pyramids in L2/3, located above the barrels, are more responsive to whisker deflection than the "septum-related" pyramids that are located above the septa ([@bib8]). The functional separation of pyramids with reference to their position in the tangential plane suggested that in the supragranular and granular layer, lemniscal and paralemniscal pathways may remain separate and innervate different cell populations ([@bib10]; [@bib31]). In infragranular layers, slender-tufted and thick-tufted pyramids seem to segregate less clearly into column-related and septum-related subpopulations, respectively ([@bib41]). Receptive fields (RFs) of both thick-tufted pyramids and L6 neurons are multiwhisker and elongated in the row direction ([@bib41]; [@bib14]). These differences in response to whisker deflection could, at least in part, be due to the pattern of TC-axonal arborizations in the cortex, in addition to the wider dendritic spread of infragranular pyramids.

We mapped the density of projections of VPM and POm axonal arbors and their presynaptic terminals through the depth of the cortex using cytoplasmic- or bouton-specific fluorescent protein (FP). The results show that VPM and POm axons form vertically oriented bundles that are in register with L4 barrels and septa, respectively. Both TC projections complement each other throughout the cortical depth, defining a column divided into layers and sublayers innervated to different degrees by VPM and POm. We define a standard "TC projection column" based on TC axon projection patterns.

Materials and Methods
=====================

P28 Wistar rats (80--120 g body weight) were used for virus injection into VPM and POm, respectively. Adenoassociated virus 1/2 (AAV1/2) expressing FP was microinjected stereotaxically into either of the 2 thalamic nuclei. CCD-camera epifluorescence microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy were used to quantify the areal and laminar density of VPM and POm projections in the barrel field.

Virus Particles
---------------

Virus particles for AAV1/2-humanized renilla green fluorescent protein were obtained from M. During (infective titer 1·× 10^9^ cells/mL; [@bib35]). Furthermore, we generated AAV1/2-monomeric red fluorescent protein (mRFP), AAV1/2-mOrange, AAV1/2-enhanced GFP (EGFP), and AAV1/2-synaptophysin-EGFP preparations (titer 8 × 10^6^--8 × 10^7^ PFU/mL) using helper plasmids encoding cap1 and cap2 at a ratio of 1:1 ([@bib22]). Transcription from all AAV constructs was controlled by a hybrid cytomegalovirus enhancer/chicken β-actin promoter ([@bib19]). Biosafety: All experiments were carried out according to biosafety level 1 guidelines specified in the German GenTSV.

Depending on the individual virus preparation used, 78--95% of thalamic neurons in the injected area were infected as assessed by comparing the number of FP-expressing cells with the total number of neurons identified by immunocytochemistry (mouse anti-NeuN antibody; Millipore; dilution 1:1000, data not shown). The size of the homogenously infected focus typically had a radius of ∼500 μm.

Stereotaxic Injections
----------------------

### Anesthesia

Experiments were conducted in accordance with the German animal welfare guidelines. Rats were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 6.5 μL/g body weight of a mix of 20 μL fentanyl (0.0785 mg/mL), 80 μL midazolam (5 mg/mL), and 30 μL medetomidin (1 mg/mL) diluted 10-fold with sterile water. Rectal body temperature was maintained at 37--37.5 °C with a heating pad. After skin suturing, anesthesia was terminated by subcutaneous injection of 2.45 μL/g body weight of 120 μL naloxon (fentanyl antagonist, 0.4 mg/mL), 800 μL flumazenil (midazolam antagonist, 0.1 mg/mL), and 60 μL atipamezol (medetomidin antagonist, 5 mg/ mL).

Stereotaxic injections were performed as described previously ([@bib50]). In brief, the SAS75 stereotaxic alignment system was used in combination with the EM70G manipulator (Kopf Instruments). This alignment system permits precise adjustments of the head in all 3 axes prior to injection. To achieve maximal precision in aligning the head horizontally, an electronic leveling device (eLeVeLeR) was used which permits highly precise leveling ([@bib50]). Coordinates for VPM: 2.85 mm posterior of bregma, 3.2 mm lateral of the midline, and 5.05 mm deep from the pia. Coordinates for POm: 3.25 mm posterior, 2.1 mm lateral, and 5.2 mm deep.

Craniotomies with a diameter of approximately 0.5 mm were drilled above the injection sites. Injection capillaries (∼1 cm length) with an outer tip diameter of 12--15 μm were pulled on a P87 horizontal puller (Sutter Company) using calibrated micropipettes (5 μL, intraMARK; Blaubrand). The calibration was used to estimate the injected volume that was between 50 and 200 nL.

Preparation of Paraformaldehyde-Fixed Brain Slices and Staining Methods
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rats were anesthetized with a lethal dose of urethane and transcardially perfused with 15 mL 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB) followed by 15 mL PB with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), 8 to 21 days after virus delivery. The brain was extracted and incubated overnight in PB containing 4% PFA at 4 °C. Tangential or TC (45° from midline) vibratome sections with 50--100 μm thickness were prepared ([@bib7]; [@bib1]; [@bib20]).

Single TC axons were filled juxtasomally with biocytin ([@bib45]). Biocytin was visualized in fixed brain slices after 3-h incubation in PBS with Streptavidin--Alexa594 (Invitrogen) and 0.3% TritonX-100. Subsequently, sections were washed in PB and mounted on glass slides using SlowFade light mounting medium (Invitrogen).

Confocal Microscopy
-------------------

Confocal image stacks of PFA-fixed brain slices were acquired with a Leica TCS SP2 laser scanning microscope with 488 nm (EGFP) and 568 nm (mRFP) laser wavelengths and ×10 (HC PL APO CS; NA 0.40), ×40 (HCX PL APO CS; NA 1.25; oil immersion), or ×63 (HCX PL APO CS; N.A. 1.32, oil immersion) Leica objectives. Mosaic scans were done using a motorized x--y stage (Maerzhaeuser). Confocal images are maximum projections of stacks generated using the Leica TCS software or Volocity (Improvision).

Fluorescence Microscopy
-----------------------

Epifluorescence images were obtained using an Olympus BX-51 upright microscope equipped with GFP (excitation 488 nm, emission 520 nm) and Alexa594 (excitation 543 nm, emission 600 nm) fluorescence filter sets. A mercury lamp was used for illumination. Epifluorescence images were taken with ×4 and ×10 air objectives (NA 0.1 and 0.25, respectively). Pixel size of TIFF images was 3.4 × 3.4 μm.

Anatomical Landmarks of VPM and POm Projections
-----------------------------------------------

Slices from different age-matched rats were selected in the same anterior--posterior region and dorsomedial area of the cortex and were aligned with respect to pia, the border between L4 and L5 as defined by NeuN staining and subcortical white matter (SCWM; [@bib43]). Serial tangential sections were aligned according to the pattern of vertically oriented blood vessels.

For determination of the dimensions of a projection column in TC sections, we used the brains of 12 animals (7 virus injections into VPM and 5 injections into POm). For measurements in tangential sections, we used the brains of 9 animals with POm virus injections and 20 animals with injections in VPM. All measurements of distances and areas of barrels and septa were made after outlining anatomical landmarks on fluorescence images photographed at ×2--20 magnification (see above). Pia and SCWM outlines and distance or area measurements were done using the analySIS program package (Olympus) on images taken at ×2 or ×4 magnification (pixel size see above). AnalySIS was also used to manually draw the borders of fluorescent structures formed by the septa or laminar bands. If necessary, fluorescence images were overlaid with the brightfield image of the same section. We used these outlines of cortical surface (pia) and SCWM as well as "drop-like" structures and hollows in TC and tangential sections to make dimension measurements. For the barrel or hollow centers, 2 lines along the row and along the arc were drawn by eye, and the intersection of these 2 lines was taken as center of barrel or hollow, respectively. These were used to determine distances between neighboring barrel and hollow centers. Determination of borders of structures in fluorescent images is, however, somewhat subjective because borders do not appear sharp at higher magnifications (e.g., ×10 or ×20 magnification). Dimensions of the cortical projection columns were predominantly based on measurements of arc 2 and arc 3, which are located above the hippocampal CA3 region (arc 1 are the straddlers). In few cases ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), measurements were also performed on arcs anterior of the HC-CA3 region.

Line plots of synaptic density along and across column axes were prepared using ImageJ (<http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/>) after background correction and Gaussian filtering of confocal mosaic scans.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

In boxplots, the gray box represents the 25th--75th percentile, the long vertical lines the 10th--90th percentiles (only when *n* \> 10 observations), and the dark horizontal line the median. Graphpad Instat 3 was used for statistical analysis on distributions of [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. First, we used the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test that indicated that our data were normally distributed. Subsequently, we used analysis of variance (ANOVA) (with Tukey posttest) to test for significant differences in cross-sectional area of different barrel columns ([Figs 5*D*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6*D*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and to test for significant differences in distance between barrel centers within rows or between arcs ([Figs 5*E*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6*E*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Significance level was set at *P* \< 0.05.

Results
=======

Viral expression of fluorescent tracers allows purely anterograde labeling with no contamination of retrogradely filled corticothalamic cells, which commonly occurs with conventional tracers ([@bib13]). Locally restricted virus injections were made either into VPM or POm ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset). [Figure 1*B*,*D*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the differences in projection patterns of lemniscal and paralemniscal axons in the cortex, depending on whether the virus injection was made in VPM or POm. These TC "projection domains" in S1 only partly respect the delimitations of layers or barrels and sometimes extend across barrel borders defined by cortical cytoarchitecture. Therefore, we used a terminology different from previously established definitions of layers and columns to help distinguish TC projection domains as specific functional units with a common input.

![TC projections from VPM and POm to S1. (*A*) Brightfield image of a TC section that includes part of the barrel field. Inset: Schematic drawing of specific stereotaxic injection into VPM and POm, respectively. (*B*) Bulk labeling of VPM axons, epifluorescence image of the TC section shown in *A*. Arrow: drop-like structures defined by VPM projections. (*C*) Brightfield image of TC section from a different animal with AAV injection into POm. (*D*) Bulk labeling of POm axons, same section as shown in *C*. Scale bar 1 mm.](cercorbhq068f01_4c){#fig1}

We analyzed barrel cortex regions associated with macrovibrissae of arc numbers (1--6) in C--E rows. These are located above the lateral ventricle/hippocampal fornix region in the dorsomedial area of S1.

Vertical Architecture of VPM and POm Projections
------------------------------------------------

VPM axons arising from bundles in the stria enter the SCWM and bend into a tangential direction almost parallel to the pia ([@bib7], [Fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Axons then turn again to enter the cortex along an axis perpendicular to the pia ([@bib7], [Figs 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The density of vertically and tangentially oriented axon branches within the cortex is inhomogeneous and depends on the distance from the pia ([@bib13]; [@bib27]). High densities of axon branches, often oriented tangentially, give rise to 2 irregularly delineated "bands" of high fluorescence that are oriented in parallel to the pia ([@bib21]; [@bib13]; [@bib27]; [@bib2], [Figs 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The first band is located at a distance of ∼1150--1400 μm from the pia (VPM band 1); the second, more intense band extends from ∼300 to ∼800 μm depth from the pia (VPM band 2). Within the upper band regularly spaced drop-like structures can be seen ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow; [Fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The middle portion of each drop extends closer to the pia.

![Dual labeling of VPM and POm axons. Labeling of VPM and POm axons in the same animal by AAV-mediated expression of different fluorescent proteins. (*A*) VPM projections (mRFP; red) in a TC slice. (*B*) POm projections (EGFP; green). (*C*) Merge of A and B, illustrating afferent sparse zones of low fluorescence (braces). Potential overlap of VPM and POm axon fluorescence in the deeper portion of barrels (yellow, asterisk). Scale bar 500 μm.](cercorbhq068f02_4c){#fig2}

[Figure 1*D*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the different appearance of vertically oriented POm axon arbors in the cortex ([@bib39]; [@bib5]). They form 2 tangentially oriented bands of high fluorescence. POm band 1 is located between ∼800 and ∼1000 μm and POm band 2 extends from the pia down to ∼120 μm. POm band 1 is not homogenous but is characterized by regularly spaced triangular structures from which vertically oriented axon bundles extend toward the pia, forming the septa ([@bib36]; [@bib39]; [@bib5]; [@bib32], [Fig. 1*D*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Close to the pia, the vertically oriented POm axons bend into the tangential plane and form POm band 1 underneath the pia.

The 2 fluorescence images in [Figure 1*B*,*D*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} were taken from TC slices from 2 different cortices, one with VPM and the other with POm specific axon labeling. These images suggest a possible overlap of VPM and POm projections at a depth of ∼800--1000 μm underneath the pia. Furthermore, the images suggest that 2 regions of the cortex are only sparsely innervated by both the VPM or POm axons. These "afferent sparse zones" are located at a depth of ∼100--300 μm and ∼1000--1150 μm from the pia below the deeper POm axon band.

Dual VPM and POm Labeling Reveals Afferent Sparse Zones
-------------------------------------------------------

To delineate the complementing dual TC projections more clearly, we labeled VPM and POm axons in the same animal by injecting 2 different types of virus into VPM and POm, respectively. These viruses expressed fluorescent proteins emitting light at different wavelength (mRFP and EGFP; VPM axons in red, POm axons in green) and allowed direct comparison of VPM and POm innervation patterns within the same cortex ([Fig. 2*A*,*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Differences in laminar distribution of VPM ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and POm axons ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) are readily apparent. Regions of potential overlap between VPM and POm bands exist at a depth of 800--1000 μm as seen in the merged image ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, asterisk). Afferent sparse zones are apparent at a depth of ∼100--300 μm from the pia (corresponding to L2) and below ∼1000 μm depth (including the lower half of L5A and the upper half of L5B; [Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, braces).

Tangential Architecture of VPM and POm Axons
--------------------------------------------

In tangential sections, it becomes obvious that the vertically oriented architecture of VPM axon bundles is most clearly delineated at ∼700--800 μm depth ([@bib34]; [@bib12]) and is maintained throughout most of the cortical depth between ∼300 and ∼1100 μm ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Sequential tangential sections beginning in the supragranular layers and progressing to deeper layers show that column-like axon bundling appears at 300 μm depth and continues down to a depth of ∼1100 μm ([Figs 3*A* and 4](#fig3 fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, from ∼1200 μm depth and deeper the axon branches are organized mostly in rows and low fluorescence regions separating columns within the rows almost disappear ([Figs 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the curvature of the barrel cortex, sections are not always perpendicular to the *z*-axis of a column. Therefore, the distribution of VPM and POm fluorescence at 1100 and 1400 μm depth looks slightly asymmetric. Nevertheless, the row-like organization of the projections is apparent. Fluorescence intensity profiles in the arc direction show clear peaks and valleys, whereas profiles in the row direction lack these ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, asterisks).

![VPM and POm projections span most of the cortex width and complement each other. Tangential sections at different depths as indicated. (*A*) VPM axons. (*B*) POm axons. (*C*) Two-color labeling of VPM and POm axons in the same animal by expression of 2 different fluorescent proteins illustrates complementary projection patterns (VPM: red; POm: green; [@bib36]).](cercorbhq068f03_4c){#fig3}

The honeycomb pattern of POm projections in the tangential plane is most clearly delineated at ∼700 μm depth ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The POm projections maintain this pattern also in cortical layers that are closer to the pia (at 300 μm depth, [Fig. 3*B*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and surprisingly also in deeper portions (1100 μm from the pia, [Fig. 3*B*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Even at 1400 μm depth, the POm projections are still patterned, however, as a predominantly row-like structure.

Dual virus injections into VPM and POm demonstrate that POm axon branches largely avoid the area occupied by VPM axons at all depth throughout most portions of the cortex width ([Fig. 3*C*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the POm axon domains are complementing the VPM axon domains ([@bib36]; [@bib32]), spanning cortical depth from ∼300 to ∼1400 μm. Overlaps between the 2 axon projections are expected at 800--1000 μm. Here, vertically oriented VPM axon bundles cross the horizontally oriented lateral axons of the POm and intermingle ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Dimensions of VPM and POm Axon Fields
-------------------------------------

The projection patterns of VPM or POm axons measured in different cortices define the volume of a "standard projection column" characterized by its average cross-sectional area and length between pia and SCWM. We defined this standard column using the maximal density VPM projection at 700--900 μm depth as cross-sectional area. Pia and the upper border of the SCWM (excluding the axons of SCWM) demarcate the length of a projection column along the vertical *z*-axis. The size of a projection column as defined by the dimensions of VPM and POm axons (see below) is also dependent on the topographical row and arc location of the column ([@bib51]). Axons from VPM barreloids linked to the long caudal (low arc number) whiskers project to the posteriomedial subfield of the barrel cortex, while the short rostral whiskers are linked to the anterolateral subfield. For determining the dimensions of projections columns, we identified the numbers of row and arcs in TC slices by their relative proximity to hippocampal fornix and CA3 region ([Figs 5*A*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6*A*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

### VPM Projections

The mean width of the cortex (pia to SCWM) in our material with VPM injections was 1739 μm for columns in arc 1--3, 1782 μm for arc 2 and 3 columns, and 1840 μm for all columns (arc 1--6; *n* = 7; [Fig. 5*C*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The mean distance from pia to lower border of VPM band 2 was 790 μm, 798 μm, and 801 μm, for columns in arc 1--3, arc 2 and 3, and all columns, respectively ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The corresponding average distance between pia and the maximum of the deep VPM band 1 was 1264, 1277, and 1300 μm, respectively ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows measurements only for columns in arc 2 and 3).

The cross-sectional area of the maximal density VPM projection was determined in tangential sections ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The average area varied slightly with the topographic location at the column in the barrel field ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For D2 columns, the average cross-sectional area is ∼12 1000 μm^2^ (*n* = 20, [Fig. 5*D*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Cross-sectional areas shown in [Figure 5*D*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} are not significantly different between columns (ANOVA, *P* = 0.35). Mean distances between centers of VPM cross-sections around the D2 column vary between 403 and 517 μm ([Fig. 5*E*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

### POm Projections

In TC sections, the upper halves of columns appear as hollows that are separated by thin vertically oriented POm septa ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The average distances between 2 different landmarks designated as POm bands 1 and 2 are shown in [Figure 6*C*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The mean pia--SCWM distance in this data set was 1977 μm ([Fig. 6*C*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). POm band 1 in the middle portion of the cortex is located between 834 and 1031 μm, POm band 2 extends from the pia down to 116 μm depth ([Fig. 6*C*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![VPM projections form rows in infragranular cortical layers. (*A*) Fluorescence image of tangential section at ∼900 μm depth. Lines indicate regions of interest (ROIs) along *C*-row (shown in aligned serial sections in *C*) and arc 2 (shown in D). (*B*) Tangential section at ∼1500 μm depth with ROIs projected down from L4. (*C*) Fluorescence intensity profiles along *C*-row throughout the depth of the cortex measured in serial tangential sections aligned using radial blood vessels. (*D*) Analogous to *C* but along arc 2. Asterisks indicate that in infragranular layers fluorescence profiles show peaks and valleys along arcs but not along rows.](cercorbhq068f04_4c){#fig4}

![Landmarks and dimensions of VPM projections. (*A*) Fluorescence image of VPM projection pattern in a TC section. Anatomical landmarks of VPM projections in cortex are pia and SCWM, indicated as red outlines. The VPM projections form 2 tangential bands referred to as VPM band1 (closer to the SCWM) and VPM band2 (closer to the pia). Distances analyzed for *C* are indicated as red lines: pia--SCWM, pia-band2lo (i.e., lower edge of band2), pia-band1max (i.e., the maximum of band1). Another band close to the SCWM was not quantified as it does not appear with bouton-specific labeling. Scale bar 1 mm. (B) Fluorescence image of VPM projection pattern in a tangential section at 800 μm depth. Here, anatomical landmarks are the cross-sectional area of VPM axon arbor outline and the distances between "centers of mass" of barrel border outlines as indicated by red lines. Scale bar 1 mm. (*C*) Distances between landmarks for columns in arc 2 and 3 as measured in 7 TC sections. Mean distances: pia--SCWM 1782 μm (range 1688--1970 μm), pia-band2lo 798 μm (range 740--901 μm) and pia-band2max 1277 μm (range 1194--1390 μm). (*D*) Cross-sectional area of the D1, D2, and D3 projection column (ANOVA, *P* = 0.35). (*E*) Center-to-center distances between VPM projection to the D2 column and 4 of its surround columns as indicated. Measurements were made using sections at 700--900 μm depth from pia.](cercorbhq068f05_4c){#fig5}

![Landmarks and dimensions of POm projections. (*A*) Fluorescence image of POm projection pattern in a TC section. The POm projections form 2 POm innervation bands, POm band1 (closer to the SCWM), and POm band2 (underneath pia). Distances measured for *C* are indicated as red lines: pia--SCWM, pia-band1hi, pia-band1lo, and pia-band2lo. Scale bar 1 mm. (*B*) Fluorescence image of POm projection pattern in a tangential section at 900 μm depth. Anatomical landmarks used were the outlines of hollows to determine the cross-sectional area and the mean distances between the centers of hollows as indicated by red lines. Scale bar 1 mm. (*C*) Distances between landmarks of POm projections (*n* = 5). Mean distances: pia--SCWM 1977 μm (range 1908--2042 μm), pia-band1hi 834 μm (range 780--914 μm), pia-band1lo 1031 μm (range 996--1116 μm), and pia - band2 116 μm (range 106--140). (*D*) Cross-sectional area of the D1, D2, and D3 hollows (ANOVA, *P* = 0.02; Tukey, *P* \< 0.05). (*E*) Center-to-center distance between 4 of the hollows surrounding D2.](cercorbhq068f06_4c){#fig6}

The laminar geometry of POm architecture was measured in tangential sections at ∼800 μm depth ([Fig. 6*B*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The mean cross-sectional area of the D1--D3 hollows is ∼12 4000 μm^2^ ([Fig. 6*D*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The mean distances between center of hollows above the barrel and within the D row vary between 438 and 566 μm ([Fig. 6*E*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In summary, quantification of VPM and POm architecture yields comparable estimates for the cross-sectional area and length of a projection column (average cross-sectional area for D2: VPM projection 12 1000 μm^2^, POm projection 12 4000 μm^2^; average length of all columns analyzed VPM data set 1840 μm; POm data set 1977 μm). While the volume of a projection column depends on its topographical location within the barrel field, we defined a "standard column" using 12 1000 μm^2^ cross-sectional area and 1840 μm length. The volume of this standard column is ∼0.22 mm^3^.

Large Caliber Axons
-------------------

A peculiarity of the axon bundles in the septa following virus deposit in the POm is the occurrence of "large caliber" axons with diameters of up to 4 μm ([Fig. 7*A*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These bend into the tangential plane at ∼80 μm distance from the pia. They then extend over hundreds of μm along the cortical surface ([Fig. 7*B*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In 100 μm thick TC sections, we observed on average 17--20 of these thick axons per individual column (*n* = 11). In tangential sections deeper than 100 μm from the pia, the large caliber axons stand out as bright puncta (not shown).

![Large caliber axons: highway to the cortex? (*A*) High-magnification image of a large caliber axon branch segment in L1. Green: giant POm axon; red: apical dendrite of an infragranular pyramidal cell labeled with biocytin--streptavidin--Alexa594. Scale bar 10 μm. (*B*) Reconstruction of a large caliber axon extending from SCWM to L1 (arrows). The image represents a montage of maximum projections of confocal stacks. Scale bar 100 μm.](cercorbhq068f07_4c){#fig7}

Distribution of Synaptic Boutons of VPM and POm Axons
-----------------------------------------------------

Functionally, the most important structure of VPM and POm projections are their synaptic boutons. Their distribution was measured by expressing GFP-tagged synaptophysin, a presynaptic marker specific for vesicles in boutons ([@bib37]; [@bib46]). Vertical and areal densities were quantified by densitometry of GFP fluorescence.

### Bouton Specificity

[Figure 8*A*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} confirms the specificity of bouton labeling using GFP-tagged synaptophysin. Confocal imaging of an axon branch filled with biocytin (visualized using streptavidin--Alexa594; [Fig. 8*A*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, red) illustrates that the green puncta representing synaptic vesicle clusters are specifically associated with axonal swellings (variscosities) characteristic of presynapses ([Fig. 8*A*1,*A*2](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Vice versa, we did not observe green puncta not associated with an axonal swelling.

![Bouton distributions of VPM and POm define borders of columns and septa. (*A*) VPM axon with synaptophysin-EGFP--labeled presynaptic boutons and biocytin-volume fill (streptavidin--Alexa594 detection). Vesicle clusters are exclusively associated with axonal varicosities. 3D reconstruction of a confocal stack. (*A*1, *A*2) Higher magnification images of the 2 single boutons indicated in *A* as 1 and 2, respectively. Top image in each panel illustrates the axonal volume fill, middle image shows the vesicle cluster, and the bottom image is an overlay of both. Scale bars 1 μm. (*B*) Maximum projection of a confocal stack showing bouton distribution after VPM injection of AAV-synaptophysin-EGFP. Dotted lines indicate scan lines for calculating bouton density profiles in the vertical (column and septum axes) and horizontal plane (L4 and L5), respectively (see [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Arrow indicates pia. (*C*) As *B* but after POm injection of AAV-synaptophysin-EGFP. Scale bar 250 μm.](cercorbhq068f08_4c){#fig8}

### Vertical and Tangential Density Profiles

The differential distribution of bouton density of the 2 projection systems is apparent following a virus injection into either VPM ([Fig. 8*B*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) or POm ([Fig. 8*C*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The tangentially oriented bands appear sharper than those seen with axonal labeling. The difference in the laminar distribution of VPM and POm boutons is, as expected, largest in the middle portion of the cortex. Again, the distribution of VPM boutons at less than 800 μm depth resembles the shape of a drop extending up to the pia. The distribution of POm bouton fluorescence reveals triangular structures at the base of the hollows.

Depth profiles along the *z*-axis measured by fluorescence densitometry of VPM or POm boutons were compared in corresponding TC sections from different animals. We quantified bouton densities along the central vertical column axis throughout the depth of the cortex. The superposition of VPM and POm bouton fluorescence profiles ([Fig. 9*A*--*D*](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) indicates several regions of overlap of VPM and POm boutons ([Fig. 9*B*](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). However, the overlap of synapse-specific VPM and POm labeling seems to be less extensive than for axonal labeling (see [Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, asterisk).

![Bouton density profiles of VPM and POm projections reveal overlap domains. (*A*) Vertical column profiles of VPM (red line) and POm (green line) bouton fluorescence intensity (in relative units) measured in TC slices between pia and SCWM. Boutons were labeled as described in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. (*B*) Separation and overlap of VPM and POm projections in a column. Merged profiles of VPM (red) and POm bouton (green) projections illustrate well separated and partially overlapping projection domains (yellow) of VPM and POm boutons at different depths. Two afferent sparse zones are also apparent. Total length between pia and SCWM is normalized to "standard length" 1840 μm VPM bouton in red and POm bouton profile in green. Scale bar 0.5 mm. (*C*) VPM bouton profiles along vertical column axis (bright red) and septum (dark red). (*D*) POm bouton profiles along vertical column axis (bright green) and septum (dark green). (*E*) Horizontal profiles across column borders for VPM boutons at 2 different depths from the pia as indicated in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Individual fluorescence peaks are clearly separated by darker septa at ∼750 μm depth (bright red; arrows). At 1200 μm depth, a weak laminar patterning is still present (dark red). (*F*) As E for POm boutons. At ∼750 μm depth septa are clearly delineated (bright green, arrows). No clear separation between columns and septa is visible at 1200 μm depth (dark green).](cercorbhq068f09_4c){#fig9}

Tangential density scans were made at 2 different distances from the pia at 700 and 1250 μm for VPM ([Fig. 8*E*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and POm boutons ([Fig. 8*F*](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Columns and septa are most sharply delineated at 700 μm depth, resulting in clear separation between barrel and septum in horizontal density profiles ([Fig. 9*E*/*F*](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, arrows).

Discussion
==========

Bulk labeling of TC axons using cytoplasmic- or bouton-specific GFP shows that VPM and POm projections establish vertical axon bundles in the vibrissal cortex. These bundles span almost the entire width of the cortex. They extend from ∼100 μm above the L6/SCWM border to about 20--30 μm underneath the pia. At light microscopic level, both projections complement each other throughout most portions of the cortex while they occupy the same cortical volume at 800--1000 μm depth and, to a smaller degree, also in deep infragranular layers, indicating regions of potential overlap where the 2 TC projections may innervate the same cortical target neurons ([@bib42]). Finally, 2 afferent sparse domains appear in supra- and infragranular layers, respectively. The data presented here confirm some findings from prior work on the topography of TC axons ([@bib34]; [@bib49]; [@bib12]; [@bib21]; [@bib36]; [@bib13]; [@bib18]; [@bib2]; [@bib39]; [@bib10]; [@bib32]; [@bib44]) but also reveal previously unknown details on TC innervation.

VPM Projection Domains
----------------------

In each column, VPM axons form tangential bands with high density of lateral branching that are located at a depth of ∼1150--1400 μm and ∼300--800 μm, respectively. Just above the SCWM, axons entering the cortex via the stria change their directions. Therefore, axon bundling is not obvious in this plane of sectioning. In the supragranular portion, VPM axons form a drop-like structure, with the tip pointing toward the pia in the middle of the column. Therefore, L3 pyramidal neurons are likely to be directly innervated by VPM and not entirely dependent on L4 for afferent input. VPM axon domains of different columns are well separated from each other between ∼300 and ∼1100 μm depth. Deeper in the cortex (∼1200--1700 μm), TC axon domains are almost confluent in the row direction, but they remain separated in the arc direction. This row-like organization of TC afferents might explain why RFs of pyramidal neurons in infragranular layers are predominantly oriented along the rows ([@bib41]; [@bib14]) and may also account for the fact that thick-tufted pyramids have multiwhisker RFs ([@bib14]), in addition to a possible multiwhisker innervation of these cells.

Visualization of TC boutons by virus-mediated expression of synaptophysin--EGFP allowed analysis of TC synapse densities across layers. Synaptophysin--EGFP fluorescence density distributions are more sharply delimited than axonal densities. The distribution of boutons is probably more meaningful for delineating anatomical determinants of functional derivatives of TC innervation.

POm Projection Domains
----------------------

POm axonal projections form vertical bundles branching into major horizontal bands located at ∼800--1000 μm and ∼0--120 μm depth from the pia. POm axons in the supragranular layer occupy the volume between VPM domains and "enclose" the drops that are occupied by the VPM axons. However, underneath these dense VPM projections, the POm projections extend well into the barrel column forming a sheath extending across the borders of columns. Here, the ascending vertical VPM axon arbors intermingle with the horizontal collaterals of POm axons.

A particular subtype of axons are the long-range large caliber axons. The location of the somata of these axons remains unknown. They may arise from POm cells that are innervated by axon collaterals of thick-tufted L5B cells via large calyx-type terminals located at their proximal dendritic excrescences ([@bib47]; [@bib38]; [@bib23]). Similar axons have been described in the auditory cortex ([@bib25]). Their large diameters likely endow them with faster conduction velocities, and they are assumed to provide a high-speed connection between thalamus and cortex.

Dual Labeling of VPM and POm Axons
----------------------------------

Using specific labeling of lemniscal and paralemniscal projections with fluorescent proteins in 2 different colors within the same tissue slice, we revealed an "overlap band" between 800 and 1000 μm depth and 2 afferent sparse zones, one in the supragranular layers ([@bib30]; [@bib39]) and one in the infragranular layers, lacking intense axonal projections from either VPM or POm. Dendritic segments located in these afferent sparse zones are likely to be activated mostly via intracortical connections that may explain the weak responsiveness of a subset of L5 neurons to single-whisker stimulation ([@bib14]). The infragranular afferent sparse zone was not noted in previous studies ([@bib39]; [@bib32]) and may warrant future in vivo studies to investigate if there are 3 rather than 2 functional sublayers of L5.

Dimensions of a Standard Projection Column
------------------------------------------

On the basis of the outlines of these TC projections, one can define an anatomical standard projection column. This column is defined as a virtual cylindrical volume of cortical tissue that spans the width of the entire cortex (on average 1840 μm). This standard column has an average cross-sectional area of 12 1000 μm^2^ and a volume of ∼0.22 mm^3^. A TC projection column is subdivided horizontally into shorter cylinders. These are innervated either by mostly one of the TC projections or by overlapping VPM and POm projections. The standard projection column can provide a basis for further analysis of anatomical determinants of thalamic input to S1 which is presented in the 2 subsequent articles ([@bib42]; [@bib43]).
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